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We’re aiming to get interviews with each North American team competing in the AR World
Championships in Portugal this November. Cyril from the California based team “nuun-
FeedTheMachine” is usually busy training or growing his endurance sports nutrition store,
FeedTheMachine, but he carved out some time for us earlier this month . . .
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nuun-FeedTheMachine was impressive in 2008, finishing in 6th place at the World Championships in
Brazil.  How psyched are you to race in Portugal this year?
Cyril: “The World Championships regroup the highest concentration of the best international teams.
The energy that results is incredible and it brings out the best in our team. We love to race against the
best, because it clearly lets us know where we stand. There is no pretending at the World
Championships!”

What other international races have you competed in? How are they different?
Cyril: “Over the years, we’ve raced in Canada, Australia, Brazil, Abu Dhabi, Columbia and Mexico.
I think the main difference is more between races than countries. The race philosophies of the race
organizers have the biggest impact on the type of race experience we get. That said, there is always
more excitement when we race internationally because of the cultural experiences that await us and
also because many other countries are so much more into adventure racing than we are in the US.
For example, in Brazil, adventure racing is a major sport and as such the competition and the buzz
around the race is amazing.”

Nuun-FeedTheMachine finishing 6th at 2008 AR
World Championships
What is your team doing to prepare for the big race?
Cyril: “A few months before a big race is when we do a big block of long distance training; this
culminates in our biggest week being about 3 weeks out from the event. Those of us who live near
each other train together, while the others train alone. We often try to find a 24 hour race about a
month out to test our fitness and team synergy.”
Speaking of training, do you have a coach, log your training, or use any gadgets (heart rate monitor,
power meter, etc)?
Cyril: “We each have our own training approaches. Some on the team are coaches as well.
Personally, I don’t use a coach but I should. I don’t use a power meter but I should. I do use a HR
monitor as well as a log book. I’m a big believer in periodization where I do recovery weeks to give
my body time to absorb all the hard training. The older I get, the more important it becomes.”
Your team name is nuun-FeedTheMachine, so you’ve got to have the whole race nutrition thing
sorted out, right? What do you eat during a long race and do you use any exotic products?
Cyril: “When we fly to races, we typically fly with our endurance sport nutrition products and
supplements like SportMulti (vitamins and minerals), nuun (electrolytes replacement and hydration),
energy powder (l use Prolong), gels (I use GU), chewables (I use Sharkies) and bars (I use
PROBAR). The rest of the food (normal food) we purchase locally. What we eat depends on what we
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find locally and whether the race is supported. In the case of Portugal, it will be unsupported so we
need to get food that is non-perishable for up to 5 days like pre-cooked rice in sealed bags, pre
cooked meals in sealed bags, tuna and other fish in a can, fruit cups etc. My personal favorite source
of calories is Prolong (www.prolongenergy.com ); it comes in a powder form and has complex and
simple carbs as well as soy protein. I can put 1000 calories in one water bottle.
My 2 main supplements are nuun –www.nuun.com (if you don’t stay hydrated and keep your
electrolytes balanced, you’re done), and SportMulti – www.sportmulti.com (without providing the
body with all the vitamins and minerals it needs, you’ll never achieve optimal performance and your
body will destroy itself during an expedition race).”
Now we’re getting to the good stuff! How about footcare during a race?
Cyril: “You first have to start with a good fitting shoe that is designed for the rigors of racing. We all
use the Vasque shoes with our favorite being the Blur SL. These are so comfortable! Second, get a
good insole. We use the Sole custom insoles. Third, get some good socks, we use the Teko socks. I
personally use the merino wool socks. They are incredibly comfortable and durable. And finally, I
use a cream like Sportslick and some good quality tape to protect some sensitive areas. Following the
above allows us to race comfortably.”
In a longer race you’ll surely need to catch a bit of sleep; can you talk about your sleep strategy?
Cyril: “Two words: puppy pile. It’s always cold out there when you’re fatigued and exposed to the
elements. Since we don’t like to carry a lot of comfort gear, we simply put on all our Arc’Teryx gear
and puppy pile. It’s amazing how warm you can stay when you share body heat. And, those survival
blankets do work. I often place an item of clothing like a glove on the ground near my hip (when I
sleep on the side) as the cold from the ground conducts through this point and if you place something
as simple as a glove there, it adds insulation. If our feet are wet, we remove our shoes; you can also
put your feet in your backpack to keep them warmer or wrap them in a fleece.”
“Of course, all this puppy pile stuff only works if you actually take the time to sleep. How we sleep
is one thing but when do we sleep is quite another. I think all good teams try to get away with as little
sleep as possible. How little do we need to sleep and still perform is the Holy Grail of expedition
racing. For us, we’ve found that it varies from race to race based on numerous factors like how well
are we rested coming into the race, how hard is the race on our bodies, and how long we expect to
spend out there. Sometimes our strategy works and other times we push too much and pay the price.
At Worlds in Brazil, we raced for about 4 1/2 days and rested/slept for 8 hours. For races up to 5
days, sleeping an average of 2 hours/night is about right for us. But, we always go into a race with a
flexible approach and try to adapt if we need more sleep or if the race will take longer. Of course,
that is easier said than done. Out of the 8 years I’ve been competing in Adventure Racing, I can only
think of one time when I thought we slept too much. But, I can think of many times we didn’t sleep
enough!”
If we looked inside your race backpack in Portugal, what would be surprised to find?
Cyril: “Ear plugs – my teammates snore like diesel engines … I’m sure I do too but they fall asleep
faster than me.”
How do you stay focussed and motivated during a long race?
Cyril: “We use each other to stay motivated. There is always someone feeling better and he/she
reminds us that we need to keep going. Experience and the memories of past failures are also great
motivators.”
Good luck to nuun-FeedTheMachine this November! For more on Cyril and his team, visit
http://www.dartadventure.com/
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